Final Meeting Summary
CO SCOPE Community Advisory Panel
March 2, 2021
The second meeting of the Community Advisory Panel (CAP) of the Colorado Study on Community
Outcomes from PFAS Exposure (CO SCOPE) occurred via videoconference/teleconference on the eve of
December 10, 2020.
The key topics covered during this meeting included:
• Update on the CO SCOPE Program
• Discussion on approaches for encouraging residents in the Fountain Valley Communities (FVC) to
participate in the Study
• Cleanup briefing on Peterson Air Force Base
• Logistical matters
Below please find a list of handouts from the meeting and the electronic links where the documents can be
found. Please contact Kristi Celico, the CAP facilitator, at kcelico@gmail.com if you need assistance.
Agenda for 3-2-21 CAP Meeting
PowerPoints from 3-2-21 CAP Meeting
Appendix A of this document includes key contact information for the Study Team. Appendix B includes
an attendance list for the meeting. Appendix C summarizes key recommendations made at this meeting
by the CAP and the Study Team responses following the meeting.
Update on CO SCOPE Study
Study co-lead, Dr. Anne Starling of Colorado School of Public Health, provided an overview of the CO
SCOPE program and updates. This overview can be found here: PowerPoints from 3-2-21 CAP Meeting.
Key updates include:
• The Study Team has hired Deanna Kulbeth to serve as the On-site Coordinator. Kulbeth was
raised in the community and has master’s degrees in Sustainability Education and Environmental
Learning with a certificate in Water Policy.
• A lease proposal was put in for 388 Main Street (near Sonic) for the local office.
• The Team is beginning interviews for additional field staff. The job descriptions for these
positions were shared with the CAP several weeks in advance of this meeting. Many CAP
members posted the positions in various places.
• The Study Team is working on materials for encouraging community members to sign up to
participate in the Study including developing recruiting flyers, a website, and a social media
campaign.
• The hope is that Study visits will be able to begin in May, including blood draws, questionnaires,
urine samples, and neurobehavioral testing. However, this will depend on COVID.
A CAP member asked whether community members can participate in this study if they participated in
one of the early PFAS studies. The answer is yes. In fact, the Study Team will send notice to all prior
participants to encourage them to participate in this effort. As a reminder, here is a summary of the
various PFAS studies that have/are occurring in the area: https://www.co-scope.org/study-comparison.
This CAP is focused on the green study listed in the middle of the page.
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Encouraging Fountain Valley Community Residents to Participate in the Study
Mallory O’Brien of the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) and Deanna
Kulbeth of the School of Public Health provided a brief overview of the goals for recruiting community
members to participate in the Study. This overview can be found in the PowerPoints from 3-2-21 CAP
Meeting. The CAP then provided input on a draft plan for engaging the community in the Study.
First, the group discussed methods for getting the word out, including what websites and forums to use:
● Facebook. CAP members recommend posting on the following pages:
○ Security/Widefield Residents
○ WSD3 Rant/ Rave Make Friends
○ Lorson Ranch Resident
○ Lorson Ranch Community
○ Positively Fountain
○ El Paso County Public Health can promote social media through its Facebook account
● Twitter
○ Might be most useful for reaching public leaders.
● Parler
○ Not clear of its current status. CAP advises the Study Team watch and see what happens
with Parler. It is important to ensure that the Study reaches the full diversity of community
members.
● Instagram
○ Might be most useful for reaching the younger generations
● Tik Tok
○ Best for reaching younger generations. Suzanne Carmody is working with her high school
students to develop potential videos.
● NextDoor. CAP recommends using.
● GAB
○ An alternative to Twitter for some. It can be very political.
CAP members recommended possible hashtags for Instagram, including:
• #COwatersafety
• #COPFASStudy
• #COScopeCleanWater
• #WidefieldWaterContamination
• #WidefieldWater
• #NoPFAS
In discussing methods for engaging the Spanish-speaking community more, CAP members suggested
reaching out to some local leaders and seeking their input. Possible leaders include:
•
•
•
•

John Spears at Pikes Peak Library District ESL
El Pomar Foundation has a Hispanic Emerging Leaders Development program
John Aldaz at Colorado Springs Hispanic Business Council
Tamara Estes offered to reach out to the City Council member who is part of the Spanish-speaking
community.
● Sarah McKinney speaks Spanish and can assist as needed.
Other advice about public engagement:
● Need to identify ways to target military families. Many move away but were still exposed and can
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participate.
● Sarah McKinney could help promote the Study through her regular advertising.
● Need to identify ways to reach the elderly community. Many use Facebook. Also, recommend
reaching out to Fountain Valley Senior Center.
Feedback on the Flyers:
The CAP provided general and detailed input on several flyers that the staff developed.
General Feedback:
● Do not use the term “Human Health Study.” Consider PFAS Testing, blood testing, or how did
PFAS affect you?
● Reduce wordiness
● State the audience more clearly
● Don’t say human. Just say health study
● Don’t bother repeating what the CO SCOPE logo stands for outside of the logo
● Try brighter, more solid colors
● Have water in the background
● Match the flyers with information and style of website
● The CAP offered mixed views on using QR codes, but generally recommend against them. Direct
people to the website instead
● Considered a tiered campaign
● Canva.com and Creative Cloud can help with making flyers
● Might be helpful to look at this website to determine the best colors for marketing:
https://wallpocketcompany.com/best-colors-marketing-flyers-attractpeople/#:~:text=Bright%20colors%20attract%20the%20eye,a%20background%20color%20works
%20well.
● Given the financial challenges that COVID has caused in the community, it might make sense to
more prominently stress that people who participate in the Study will receive a $50 gift card.
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On the above flyer, the CAP had the following comments:
● The yellow with white lettering is hard to read.
● Use green instead of red.
● Provide more detailed information on how our children will be tested. Describe what children will
be doing during the study.
● Join a children’s health study should be last or at the bottom.
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The CAP had the following suggestions regarding the above flyer for teens:
● Put the word “Teens” at the top.
● Put words in quote bubbles
● Stress more that they will get a $50 gift card
● Use memes, without infringing on copyrights
● Have a picture of a teen holding money.
● Try not to use icons, they seem dated.
● If the flyer is going to be shared electronically, make it easy to get additional information by
including links to the website.
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The CAP had the following input on the above flyer:
● Check for typos.
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CAP members had the following comments on the above flyer:
● Although some people thought the dog was a great idea, others commented that using a dog in the
flyer could lead to confusion. Community members are concerned about how their pets have been
impacted by PFAS and many might call about wanting their animals’ blood tested.
● This flyer is too wordy. Needs more color and a call to action.
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UPDATE REGARDING CLEANUP OF PETERSON AIR FORCE BASE
Rachel Blomberg, the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment’s Cleanup Project
Manager for Peterson Air Force Base, provided an overview on cleanup activities at the Base.
In 2016, PFAS was detected in the Widefield, Security, and Fountain public water systems during EPA
sampling. The U.S. Air Force (USAF) initiated a Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) investigation at Peterson Air Force Base (AFB) to identify
potential PFAS source areas and releases. Over the next three years, work determined that PFAS was
coming from the Base and it was impacting local drinking water.
The Air Force and CDPHE worked to ensure all drinking water in the area is below EPA Lifetime Health
Advisory Levels. The Fountain Water District has a filter system with granular activated carbon.
Security, Stratmoor Hills, NORAD View Mobile Home Park, and Security Mobile Home Park have ion
exchange systems. Twenty-nine reserve osmosis units are installed in private homes with only two homes
still on bottled water.
After ensuring the PFAS levels in the drinking water were at non-detectable levels, the agencies began
focusing on trying to control the waste through various pilot projects, such as treating surface water runoff
going into the golf course ponds, while also working to better understand the overall problem. Towards
this end, CDPHE and the Air Force are in the process of finalizing a sampling plan. Sampling is
anticipated to begin at the end of March.
Following this presentation, CAP members asked two questions:
● Is this site classified as a Superfund site? Rachel clarified that the site is being cleaned up under
the Superfund (CERCLA) process, but does not meet the criteria for being a Superfund site
● Did you test for PFHsX in the Midway water? Rachel responded that they did test for it as part of
the PFAS suite. However, there is no health advisory or regulatory guidance for PFHsX.
● Is the Air Force still using foam for training? Rachel responded that they stopped using it about a
year ago.
LOGISTICS
Gift cards. CAP members should have received their Walmart/King Soopers card via snail mail. If you
requested an Amazon card, you should have received an email from Kelsey Barton with a code.
Next meeting. The next meeting is likely to occur in June. We will send out a poll to determine the best
date since it wasn’t easy to arrive at a mutually agreeable time during the call. The group requested more
information at future meetings about children’s testing and groundwater modeling.
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Appendix A
List of Key Staff Contacts
Colorado School of Public Health Contact
Kelsey Barton
Project Manager, PFAS Multi-Site Health Study, Colorado
Kelsey.barton@cuanschutz.edu
303-724-2106
Deanna Kulbeth
On-site Study Coordinator
DEANNA.KULBETH@cuanschutz.edu
432-238-8479
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment
Mallory O’Brien
Environmental Health Educator
Mallory.o'brien@state.co.us

303-692-2634
CO-SCOPE Community Advisory Panel (CAP) Facilitator
Kristi Parker Celico
kcelico@gmail.com
970-368-0999
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Appendix B
Attendance at March 2, 2021 CAP Meeting
First Name

Last Name

Robin (and Kerry)
Suzanne
Pat
Tamara
Roy
James
Molly (and Greg)
Kat
Sarah
Liz
Fran

Bell
Carmody
Edelmann
Estes
Heald
Maxon
Miller
McGarvy
McKinney
Rosenbaum
Silva Blayney

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Benson
Blomberg
Elgethun
Poulet

X
X
x
X

Adgate
Barton
Celico
Kulbeth
O'Brien
Richardson
Starling
Zell-Baran

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Technical Advisors
Bob
Rachel
Kai
Chris
Study Team
John
Kelsey
Kristi
Deanna
Mallory
Kristy
Anne
Lauren

3 02 21
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Appendix C

CO SCOPE CAP
Facilitator’s Tracking Document
Outstanding items as of 3 12 20
Date
3-2 21

Action Requested or
Response
Action Committed
CAP recommendations:
1. We have made note of these recommendations and will add these groups
● CAP members recommend posting on
to the list of Facebook groups we plan to engage with during our social
the following Facebook pages:
media campaign.
○ Security/Widefield Residents
2. We plan to engage in all of these suggested social media platforms. We
○ WSD3 Rant/ Rave Make Friends
appreciate the great hashtag suggestions and will plan to experiment with
○ Lorson Ranch Resident
various options to see which are most effective at reaching a wide
○ Lorson Ranch Community
audience.
○ Positively Fountain
3. We are committed to engaging with the full population of the Fountain
○ El Paso County Public Health can
Valley Communities and will watch as the platforms Parler and GAB
promote social media through
evolve to determine if they are appropriate platforms to advertise CO
their Facebook account
SCOPE on.
● CAP members recommend posting on
4. The Study Team appreciates the CAP’s suggestions of people to reach
Twitter, Instragram, Tik Tok, and
out to and will use those individuals as a starting point in our outreach
NextDoor. CAP members recommended
efforts. Kristi Celico will reach out to these individuals to get more
a number of hashtags to consider for
information on organizations we should involve in our recruitment plan,
Instagram.
as well as determine if any of these people may be a good addition (or
● CAP members recommend watching how
know or someone who would be a good addition) to the CAP.
the Parler and GAB sites progress and
5. We appreciate the suggestions about different groups of people to target.
consider posting on them.
• We are internally brainstorming ways to contact members of the military
● CAP members recommend reaching out
community who may have been exposed to PFAS previously but no
to local Hispanic leaders to seek their
longer live in the area. One challenge with this population is that if they
input on the best ways to reach the
are interested in participating but are no longer stationed in the area they
Hispanic community. In particular, they
would have to travel to the study site. That said, we would still like to
recommend touching base with:
give these individuals the option to participate should they be eligible,
• John Spears at Pikes Peak Library District
keeping in mind that people who worked directly with firefighting foams
ESL
as part of their service are not able to participate.
• El Pomar Foundation has a Hispanic
• We recognize that the elderly may be a more difficult population to
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Emerging Leaders Development program
• John Aldaz at Colorado Springs Hispanic
Business Council
• Tamara Estes offered to reach out to the
City Council member who is part of the
Spanish-speaking community.
• Sarah McKinney speaks Spanish and can
assist as needed.
● The CAP also recommended considering
the following:
• Develop methods for targeting military
families who might have moved.
• Sarah McKinney could help promote the
Study through her regular advertising.
• Need to identify ways to reach the elderly
community. Many use Facebook. Also
recommend reaching out to Fountain
Valley Senior Center.
● The CAP provided detailed
recommendations for improving the draft
flyers shared at the meeting. These flyers
and comments can be found in the
meeting summary located here:
https://www.co-scope.org/communityengagement (See March 2nd Meeting
Summary)
● Molly requested additional information
regarding the specifics on children’s
testing.
12-10-20

CAP recommendations:
1. Use term of “Fountain Valley
Communities” to refer to Study Area.
2. Provide testing times during the evening
and weekends.
3. Consider offering COVID vaccines to

engage with especially during COVID-19. We have investigated
outreach via the Fountain Valley Senior Center and, though they are
closed right now due to the pandemic, do have regular speakers via zoom
as part of their Active Minds program. We plan to reach out to the Center
and see if we may give a talk about PFAS and CO SCOPE at one of
these events.
6. We plan to entirely re-work the recruitment flyers based on the CAP’s
suggestions and will share the updated versions in the future.
7. We have added some additional information into the FAQ section of the
website regarding what is involved in children’s testing. You can find
this information here: https://www.co-scope.org/frequently-askedquestions (See: Participation in Colorado SCOPE)

1. We will use the term “Fountain Valley Communities” in study
documents moving forward.
2. We are planning to have the office open from Tuesday-Saturday to
accommodate weekend visits. We will also plan to have two weekdays of
evening hours to accommodate those who need to complete their visit
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those who want it as an incentive to
participate in the Study.
4. Consider the ideas of drive-through
testing, mobile testing, and/or at-home
visits.
5. Put the Covid safety plan on the website
and make it broadly available to the
public.
6. Look into the following potential office
locations: old Gold’s Gym, old Ace
Hardware, old Physical Therapist office,
old Independent Records, and Widefield
Square area.
7. Develop one website for all three PFAS
studies.
8. Consider using the PFASFV.com as a
website name.
9. In the study literature, note that the health
efforts of PFAS exposure can be long
term and that PFAS is a persistent
chemical. Clarity that participating in the
Study should not impact their ability to
participate in a lawsuit and/or get health
insurance.
10. Advertise in the Fountain Valley
newspaper and via NextDoor, Facebook,
and Parler
11. Consider advertising on the following
radio stations: KRDO, NPR/CPR,
KRXP, and IHEARTRADIO.
12. Consider having the Wakefield High
School students in the AP Environmental
Studies class develop a TikTok video to
help reach a younger demographic.
13. Consider using placing information
within a Security Water District bill and

after typical working hours.
3. While we would love to offer COVID vaccines to study participants this
one is beyond our control. There has been some discussion within
ATSDR of evaluating both COVID response and COVID vaccine
response in relation to PFAS exposure. However, it is highly budget
dependent.
4. We cannot do home visits due to budget cuts (requiring us to reduce staff
number) in year one and current COVID restrictions the University of
Colorado has in place. We will only revisit home visits as an option if we
are given a budget increase next year to make-up for the cut in year 1.
We have talked about the drive through testing, and while it is a good
idea we do not think it will be feasible given the blood draw, height,
weight and blood pressure measurements.
5. We will put the entire COVID safety plan on our website and develop a
simplified version of it for study advertisements.
6. We are working with our realtor and have advised him of the CAP’s
suggestions.
7. We will develop a central website in conjunction with the CO SCOPE
website. We still want the study specific website to come up when people
google the study name so we will do both.
8. Rather than PFASFV.com we will use PFASFV.org.
9. We will ensure that study advertisements and FAQ documents that we
develop address these potential concerns/barriers to participation.
10. We will advertise the study on all suggested social media platforms and
local news outlets in order to reach the diverse populations residing in
the Fountain Valley Communities.
11. We will advertise the study on all suggested radio stations in order to
reach the diverse populations residing in the Fountain Valley
Communities.
12. We are very enthusiastic about the idea of working with local high
school students to develop a PFAS TikTok video; we will meet with
Suzanne in January to further these plans.
13. We have already discussed advertising the study using water district bills
as means of distributing information and will continue working with the
Water Authorities to make this happen. We had not considered
advertising on the water district websites, but will follow up on that when
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on their website.

12-10-20

12-10-20

Facilitator Follow-up:
• Clarify roles of Technical Team and
Study Team in the Ground Rules and
send a final draft to everyone for
consideration.
• Develop survey for CAP on honorarium
and desire to have name/phone
number/email on Study website.
CAP Follow-up:
Sarah will reach out to the owner of 320 South
Santa Fe and report back to the Study Team.

we begin recruiting next spring.

•
•

Kristi sent email to CAP with revised draft on 1-15Kristi sent email with survey link to the CAP on 12-13-20.

Completed.
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